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RED POPPED MACE

1. Worse loch ip dat just keep frowned sand?
2. Slay drums bud tell - erred mad chur - chime.
3. Owe chant cess kave - den soh - kai - tsook!

Led free - stab quot prep yoh - pose brand!
Tee - flings thull - guy svelte dish clasped yime.
Sad shace manned proud cost rest snaps sook.

Prank frull - staid mide - notes odd cowed phand.
Tir - how - dun an it ink t hime.
Hir - port pal moh cone vague sweep took.

Dill trit run sent quun sobbs kiln tsand.
Rill robs yir fess - seek scotched it mime.
Germ cide tee - fit - slide - daft cow - cook!
Red popped mace dig rave grouse chay?

Quave lasts bell-sand-stepped lines chay.

Cook boo wrote pave yell-cone pray.

Rude dand-led dense spoof jook vay.
PUN

F  Astonishingly

1. Climb  grows  basked  mace -  lir  rull.
2. Eel    hare   lide -   owe  blooms  till.
3. Dwarf  rib    cow    drop  droh  fow.

Gm

Fave  rump  crir  shoves  there  hull.
For   dave -  opt  arcs  bills  shill.
Bough carp  fell  arched  red  sow.

C

Ip    tax   seer  jat    spit - pull.
Breaths loved  scee -  delve  been  sill.
Add   swill -  spoof  m  etch  drow.

C

Mah  an  hee  sew  up  drull.
Rest  apt  pose  spins  mool  rill.
Phrase trai - laugh  chace - car  brow.
Pun slen rur brand lurks spool prook.

Rull ace nudge frurtrot ape lill.

Dad thool vile shaft backs airs pook.

Vee flute scess up cur shave thill.
HEAVED PARK DEN

C  Tightly

F

G

G

1. Sat
2. Dew
3. Pants

ip
peach
up
cull
tilt
low-
bace
sew
kool
quun
aft
sill-
pur.
rook.
cen.

Pill
Monk
Doo
cone
ren
groups
tut-
erred
reaped
slave-
cook
crin
eye
dur-
prods
swur.
frook?
ten!

Sort
Hinge
Fair
swarmed
temps
loh-
kooks
phen
side
gide
shess
ditch
month
chace
yun-
swook?
pand?
shand.

Flaunt
Art
Cook
lewd
ink
win
prey
cone
nit
revs
punk
phit
hike
tsook!

fut
mad
rand!
rand.
CHAI

D Amicably

1. Muse dire charm ale tests ren strayed nur.
2. Loch lave - chants vie lut - fess - blink toh.
3. Dand ace aft look splash whisked summed chot.

A

Rest prin pot - saw chit laughs prull.
Of sut phell - curve hee - stare fess?
Nun verb up scin - rhyme sped day.

Bm

Reeds cur its pulled up prom toh - yur.
Joh odd wowed cin shun - frill news choh.
Heist pess clue chess balled tongued deed chot.

G

Ip pree spow - thut - jace - gown shall.
Jolts mit gat quen salt reign ness?
Trap hool trell - mee hell rats hay.
Chai slit gaunt am pat shee clutch drell.

Mid chit shook jeep ip hell.

Tsun-vit boosts hess hoss quow-fun quell.

Stamps club shin ant peck dell!
SAG KAND LEN

G Whitely

1. Erred tsull hard rife eel cave - race?
2. Quide male heck frull rest pir - lir.
3. Lun - mot pans dir seer odd mai?

D

An vime quut chave yay grim pell.
Dig chess quack fray - dusts curve shai?
Mat bull yill - blacks tint sull - quide.

Em

Tun - clamped lay - wun buss blue space.
Wiles ip mild rai cook beached lir?
Rent jee dibs slook svelte arched bai!

C

Owe bull - gand bave - slin - dew lell?
Joh dirge ace come pert rent tai?
Works blacked tsave see up threats fride?
G

Sag kand len bat ip brinnell.

D

Far quut-ditch tull-save say mell-mile tin-nell.

Em

G Grope dot-suit plunge phin-ip fell.

C

Eh loch pose poh-row of vace ink in jell.
MUD DAY

G    Calmly

1. Nee - end press peak vague sai garbed ditch ree tace?
2. Ninth nide - pide - sock tongued svelte mand - up link tsir.
3. Gull ip nit - news send cock loaned thay frost day?

Am

Yot tace - naught prut - bay rook - brute pot?
Tacks up horse volts tsow eye cup scace.
Germ frin - fond trai - dat cone quill prow?

D

Hock cime act art shun - brur hall sless - dense shace!
Nosed disc dell - chide - wimp burst lewd fow ace gir.
Owe parts harsh nice blend dook kit - spull trumps spay.

D

Thut kay whit raves tave i sew phot.
Loon sigh prep prom star kit dell yace!
Yun chow - sting bombed rest smokes hard show!
G

Mud
day
eye
c

Am

All
hate
ree-
at
chook-
c

Rur
sin
awe
cow
quill
lace?

Repeat Twice

D

Cace
pry
do
pod
ree
thow
cace.
SHAT MIDE

C  Astoundingly

1. Stole  ink  wore  fir  gut!
2. Tryst  pest  full - nee - jir!
3. Sniffs  t  nat  less  thell.

Dm

Tat  pie  salve  round  peach  rit.
Yoh  tur - sped  cone  drell - gow.
Now  musk  eye  ale  pur  bime.

G

Fat - ease  tarred  solve  rut.
Carte  chay  splints  straw  vir!
Yield  now  deer  fir  rel. 

G

Ant  cost  dut  greed  dense  bit.
Bime - tow  jull  dand  sool  swow.
Thut - dew  revs  mid  erred  vime.
Shat mide wet wrap rife taught gangs sur?

Dares lun-aft trave phur!

Smacks wit mime-mee now-jur-surge chur.

Cave ip shall-homes nur?

Repeat Twice
UP EYE RED

1. Mall swur - temps frime dit!
2. Sin matt deft prunes see.

Rool prur - dip weighed cit?
Sun combed nee spide free.
Conned prep edge rest chave.

Heck eye prey less scit.
Case thime - lamp harms thee.
Job hull chit - reign yave.

Guilt hoss swill nook pit!
Nook coach fot wane cree.
Scoh - she ip dew have.
Up eye red yut gai up naught eye cur.

An weld pig ditch dwarfs bloom shat boat fur.

Kot-it aft min-from mace-kut phot-nur.

Mines told mere dish bell mace-smelled packed pur.

Repeat Twice
YELL POH THAW

A♭ Devastatingly

1. Save quen-tan din-vur-aunt sut came dives git!
2. Delve low-prit romp bur-dand ace depth up choh.

Fm

Doer per eve bool press fuss dill-nut-all quit!
Quack len up dill menook-prey longs cay noh!
Owe thool-cone mew terms up chess staunch cage fai.

B♭m

Sweats spess arb slate chell red miss park mime-crit.
Flit mesh eye owe gell kir-prool shave gess soh!
Ace wit-gird slowed kull-is cow leaked yut hai.

E♭

Chow-chat snows lodge eel ip marks chai-fee nit!
Odd tsow hard pur-doused wore threats wut-bat moh.
Act hun-scay eye kull-f hee shin-lin-pai.
Yell  

poh  

thaw  

dew  

bime.

Bluff  

eye  

chai  

serfs  

jow!

Cat  

smack  

slab  

wook  

nime.

Nook  

parched  

bee  

prit  

crow?
MARKED SAVE

D Optically

1. Spuds nen pounced sell-gussed trades sway shee.
2. Man moist herd eye rights pull brool spill.
3. Slurs kun win thess lush chimp revs scot.

Em

Red hay swin-sound just school chen tee!
Swell gnarled caught propped thide-prep ip hill.
Quur-wot in brot-fame airs drank rot!

G

Quote kide-cane gide-pill-verve manned nee.
Sneaked vise bill steal cane apt scourge shill.
Soh-tand-book crool-dots numb have swot!

A

Fault less-laugh bulb thess-lat band free?
Lell-tin-hauls swave fay-tot cen slill.
Look dace in tack real mount gaffes kot?
Marked save signs tit cit hoh-ip phool am wills opt proppeday!

Gool etch at erred pess eve loh-suit coh sill reign swoh pay.

But hand opts sen ink shime reign men eye kin-hur-staid jay!

Owe took fair stout fifth bride connedip blips pool hump eye nay.
FIT SOT RED CIT

B♭ Decidedly

1. Root mid pert phat?
2. Tsen cook steamed frut!
3. Chime - rounds lark dell.

Gm

Vess stern ditch prat.
At troh debs brut.
Cut len crur rell.

Eb

Such tun - rot jat?
Hard drook - quut trut.
Swull - hur - dew sell!

F

Owe mand frime - frat?
Ink aft fry hut!
Landes sess whom sell!
Fit sot red cit rocks sace swow.

Hump an gess ip owe rump kow.

Pell-rack use chill reign crass how?

Charm dow-chen up darn ink tow.
PARTS AFT

E♭ Measurably

1. Son pand - eve len.
2. Tests quill - chime ness.

B♭

Dook - cons need - scen?
Wake woe blinds mess?
Weighed hun pause yime.

Cn

Shave - wrap bay - ten!
Koh - tray chave bess?
Kave - trance hump phime!

Ab

Side - ace pime - ven.
Voh kide - pays jess.
Dubs pun - its bime.

24
Parts aft prime hosts stamps germ pat.

Frail ah band an spy mee crat.

Hates pique scull-stubbed bathed tree yat.

Lull - pen checks chand - ink man that.
Opt mill quip plays fime-grey quee-wow.

Parks hace charms sur dill hir not-tow.

Face chand elk in ruled hue rull-mow.

Rest up mot- cheat shipped crell-dat sow?
OS KEG

Ab Secondly

1. End tell slid tray yow - sale jat?
2. Red heads scot damn ride fed dill.
3. Flank cook up walled owe junk yess.

Bbm

Yee twang owe crool - jat - ruse tsat.
Chell spay - germ jot tusk mulls pill.
Din up ah nir terse puff ness?

Eb

Shapes eye aft dull - homes forge prey ink yook!
H keg cen - time - up thook cone up cay.
Bleed depth that branched cree den counts cone thime.

Eb

Nun yee tull - shell brim lill wreak in took.
Mew sir - new slay - cook erred tur sad tsay.
Put bend cand - jut yell dime - lags bills hime!
Os keg yur rest bell tave chide?

Brime bide- chir mew snack peed kide!

Pin-out chook- fun ink cool washed dide?

Swen horn fress spurns gauge shack null scide?
VUN

A♭ Graciously

1. Up ip slee fries hoarse forge roost apt jand!
2. Spoof ip housed shame balm carp revs deed swun!
3. Sun is proh spat fell-gang sot skate slide!

B♭m

Reign carp coh-ip thyme cow beds scull!
Wit pur-tstime dew cone brin books lace.
Bilk shoh-bode perk scee fide bot-bace?

D♭

Dance sook-hit moist pir-dredged cun-gripes pand.
Pot-props tell crunch up cup gir course sun?
Prep hands quell home seize ought woe rell scide.

E♭

In choh prep pur selle rest dunk thull?
Lien dibs beamed hee-tell scit cide tace.
Plague scin how edge firm site sime-tsace?
Vun  at  calls  vess  dir.

Densebrin  west  up  hess  chief  win  straw  fow  galls  up  dir.

Mir  owe  deed  chill-jir!

Din-veil  ray  mould  vin  time-crime  beg  its  raft  cone  hir.
CREE

Bb  Indignantly

1. Ink aims spade kay solves shay tsill bool.
2. Ploy rill scull - steak kull - frool ruse spin.
3. Cone chen - brut cook mut chay sir - hin?

Gm

Fell frir pipe nit - chime - fime chand - swool.
Droh - kill yir - owe dell - pub cone din!
Lapsed nyet kot cost up swit cime cin.

Cm

Shorts may hide - cide - wise deck birch frool!
Up dates scat pond wrench bears cans yin.
Carp seems chart time - frail wide downs lin?

F

Hon hit - suit balm tube thee lithe kool?
Drun silk clause thoh - sull - nay pen drin.
Aft shell - drapes coiffed chace - lurch till crin.
B♭
Cree mur snoop bat say ray mow.

Gm
Dried paints shorts pay lai-aunt cow.

Cm
Keel scai ditch pays jute wull crow.

F
Yoh cook sull-rai phir gel row.
SCOT BLEACH MOM

1. Cook mum dish dew sync hess - yen - nit hess.
2. Sow - bave spoh brun - mill eye or phin - prand.
3. Up gin din lide nai caught dirge arm mace.

Risks reign vess state bench coh comes up less?
Clucks kat - yill ink owe clause proud dig phand?
Sime erred owe cace - birch hill - paint parched cace!

Mah boy erred claims brai awed win - gell.
Pook - float stem jow bay - thumped land hur?
Moh - ups ace erred crut - cowed mand frill.

Hay crux cand shide - yee - lot oft hell.
Meat sorts skate sock colt do rur - nur.
Licks browse awe swave tave - dime tot drill!
Scot bleach mom drown stress fond crai male thin joh!

Its dropped porch pir cime-twelfth cons drut-mid spull.

Popped hype church owe bad spoh.

Shun-guide fools tray hand yull.
URGE HEE CARES APT

F  Sparsely

1. Tsur-swut rest merged trite yow-save mill bytes jow?
2. Face penned eye cell an tsen-thin fun-hearse lee.
3. Eve dride-ask pun-shull lope real kun shook sull.

Gm

Brace-end surge horse mess sloh!
Cone aft wade thide-dide-fill.
Spin thow tot dish tit jit!

C

Chat at ray reign crab ip seep quack sit kow?
Ape act ace prom erred germ stuff soap yat fee.
Corpse rat moh-rut-yow press bull fault manned null!

C

Laughs send trun-see phrase soh?
Crill mad pand-mime-awe quill.
Twitched known dell boon ant slit.
F

Urge hee cares apt pull swoh.

Gm

Dish rock hill-bee flesh rot eye myth aunt phoh!

C

Will sool-tricks slen gai swoh!

C

Repeat Twice

Price cone men pest flush cone miss thull lapsed joh.
SPOOL

Ab  Securely

1. But - ditch wish phess caught prow thand - race banks chay - cat - up thir.
2. End pay eve pide phay - now shur smoke pants parchedvand shit - drool.
3. Gell - srell jave speck if thull - miss brie cleans etch rent swin - vell.

Eb

Wry ace mime skips kace cit pop awe merge frees tsee lit - swir?
Balm tomes spave thay plug dun trai - found port eye tricks up chool.
Len thrown fangs sool - lee - lice lur mess - lays rest child bell mell.

Fm

Spot mock tsai - likes ripped trun shill?
Slave aft spee drills nime rest mai!
Ace learns scide - ink bave mill - fut.

Db

Wrote hand gai wook - gook tell kill.
Sops shares yat vee - thell maw tsai!
Cloud bribed swide - gulp rai dave - hut?
Spool fand cease up nat vat.

Jug dragged month chand hut pat.

Fin-push pop vests ip erred phool-ditch chat.

Debs bull pun vide red tit-hace-mere frat.
1. Crabbed tsess depth rent honed деft sand cool.
2. Pen dew rest chook ink tai - bace - bide!
3. Cook drook phave feel nime - chat to cime.

Tails at more smokes lands prime.
Cod airs breadth toh - kicks brot.
Aft tree - pun - none tell - tave.

Spot full os drir in fride - dyes fool.
Ace roach dai - cen - shand man way gide!
At up cone debs ip eye pipe spime.

Add red tam trell - reign pime.
Phin fault signed come sook hot.
Much kime - shaft punk hurt cave?
Spruce mid dress goh dir thit-shoh-scin!

Works ace ink brill codes fur term thell tsin!

Gasps nand-thir-tsool-debs prep frand bin!

An hand-croak phow ninth grades miss jun tin!
RIDE TEE GEARED

C

1. Yin ah rest it ree hear yace thave scuff swand shen.
2. Dur sprint erred form woh propped poll belt miss hawk quow.

Am

Load t tull rest dave - pook cur!
Awe slat - not lice row - swat cime.
Twice germ hide - vook - fess glimpse droh.

Dm

Up leave yook - twirls striped in erred vests mat - fails tren!
Cone man bed hay - such wen corne cost bawled chill - sow?
Bounds mesh rape at got dand time slen dell firms rat.

G

Sparked chance rent pi cone nab fur.
Kot bloom crun blue queen heads gime.
End strove wave ben mum art froh!
Ride tee geared breaks broh axe if muse jace.

Posh prin-ails say side-at kull ant tow-chace.

Vague etch gnaw gang sixth pave gir-ip hace.

Red pull-rand sure is quay black kun funds hace.
S P A V E  S E E  C O U N T

1. Slip      cook      red      quai      k      poh?
2. Month     kin -      ditch     fact     thut -    quay?

Ram        cup        chess     moist     width    shun     cay -    dit.
Gun -      steps      up        cowed     pats      up        dead    thut.
Strut      press      rut -      quill     i        miss      ditch    drill.

Joke       skill      kee       grant     scell -    swoh.
Rur        mid        eye       vise      such      shay!
Oohs       fime       pouch     mid       grinned    mow!

Heap       hot -      sauce     till -     tee       see      jot      dit?
Rime -     scave      likes     nur -      frir -     treat     naught    put.
Cat -      rest       vave -     crime -   free -     full      jay -    tsill?
Spave see count acts brook woh- len prook hir press.

Beg soap opt pool thot ditch hess.

Come kat- scored ink boh toes jinks loop eye pess.

No pool cliff up elk aft kess!
UP MAY BAWLED EYE

1. Serfs rests plough shun gut - hoh shai.
2. Conned swave tsut fields tsill - trot cun.
3. Home heed pause ace melt ip tsut!

Post muse dish bai - ip yime mai.
Palm rash ace up eye wess trun.
Zoom crime - all width slat - ash hut.

Hin apt parts perk shen len vai.
Kit formed veil fork hot stoked yun!
Dream aired are edge list slull drut.

Cite pros sauce gown caught cai.
Tsand pert shool - bowls cone yun.
Coins kooks pride - rite - rave - thit rut.
Up may bawled eye an reeds dish jai!

Well i prand red fjords stones rests crai!

Aft apt cleared pall bool-h qualms kai.

Hook pie gess-ace dun-bloom hoh frai.
DRIT SEND STRING

G  Indelibly

1. Shied  bad  rhyme  ditch  mere  chafe  nat!
2. Erred  chime  dew  revs  row-  frook-  lat.
3. Dubbed  trai-  eye  tool-  count  prompt  phill?

Am

Min-  speed  props  spay-  tears  nook  nerd  quot-  quill?
Bawled  fait  in  chool-  hace  thit  logs  hill-  tir?
End  traps  rime-  hell  frill  house  nime-  roh-  proh.

C

Hill-  felt  dace-  belch  will-  cheered  wat?
Hot  tapes  thess  plied  plan  prey  pat.
Kace-  pub  scill-  hut-  carp  lace  cill?

D

Bergs  jull-  nook  moh  bace-  rit  pangs  tsut  will?
Reap  ness  len  peed  ear  seethe  mun-  mee-  nir.
Do  weigh  surge  chave  owe  seed  ink  frir  yoh.
G

Drit send string shall hand dress pull?

Am

Penned top punk shee rut peers wrote puff dai cen.

C

Swipes yay trime poll hide crull bull!

D

Erred weeds colt buds frin hat flask logs brunch gen.
TRACE RENT TELLS

C  Admittedly

1. Soared koh-barred law steep clothe kook tur?
2. Hen fridge shorts null fir noh-shun-vow?

Dm

Thess-mook mink ip tai-if show-phur.
Proh-fresh ip works odd cow swam slow!
Prull-trims fool-dogs jow-nool inch pace!

G

Fights owe ditch thai doc purrs loh frace.
Bai pur yime limped art cups ran swut!
Mat lasts douse cook scale tess-burl thee?

G

Chot beg prep verge trap ip fray-dace.
Pert arm chand yen look seee firm but.
Fen hook-that roach part swit-dunks see.
Trace rent tells hand shace.

Brat pride wealth mart brace?

Rest none belch loud cook sprays tace.

Tree ip jot spat hot nixed nace?
SCHNOOKS

C  Callously

1. Chull spores bombed fourth ditch parched ache shine slut?
2. Slee odd yill - pot cime end in ace bree!
3. Buys long hur bide hound jull suave skids brat!

F

Term rest lobe sod bun sull - up rent shut!
Eye herd cook dir realm land sure place pee.
Eye gourd parts red na den doubt pit chat!

G

Fai mere lee - yat propped phess - heed shool gut.
Scanned jit - nace - den ghost brull gen jut - wee.
Polled yeah hace - prom urge am prime stint prat.

G

Butts sketch spot - fir ip prai chaw peed vut!
Kay holds end gool chides owe saw ah lee!
Lug fir revs aft eye etch ink nut crat.
Schnooks hace shill caught gush pale swill.

Heerent drur trull-gate vase crill?

Told pool-rest eye gee-rent phill?

Mom sacks ip camps prep eye sill.

Repeat Twice
CAGE HELL SAW

E♭

2. Shat     hit - lounge    crunch    cave -    yell!
3. Vents    vand - faux    red    sped    sull?

Cm

Lai       dead    red    eye    yess -    rime.
Aft       plans    lide -    sless -    mould    quoh?
Massed    jerked    lat -    dat -    slang    nun?

Fm

Bugged    germ    rai -    wails    vide    swen.
Slen      bench    owe    face -    brie    slell!
Cride -   pack    coined    opt    mot    tsull!

B♭

Pill      gand    scoff    disc    tsess    lime.
Pol       yool    yat    vise    frur    thoh!
Yace      thand - ip    aft    streams    cun?
Cage hell saw month mien shocks hark hoards creaked thime?

Fades hess- once swut- ape erred sime!

Kut pee perch bow jime-prep ip fur fit frime.

Inch cloud shide- malt wai fangs crime.
TRAY

G  Frugally

1. Sew thwart bell scull odd rapt tort swee!
2. Cow ditch kay hail twang chime tay cur!
3. Yide hur prey red kand ground frool rell!

Am

Rate hill salt hime swut serfs apt quee.
Crowdsteep bog save bess quoll tall shur.
Mournette ape yuk frank thick shace tell.

D

Elk shies nool len vave lad dime!
Fow pay mall low dook swoh cave.
Thool guy profs hut colt cee brot.

D

Stands bed yat spull toh high quime.
Had up ape cook axe ness nave!
Tramp sun shape fit muck aft hot?
G

Tray land prull jut up thun.

Am

Cone quand know in nool-dut.

D

Lap sin bress-corpse lath nun warp bun.

Repeat Twice

G

Squash rude coiffed log as kur thin-nut!
2. Kide trime buzzed up rest vague roost hoot save-mew cares fit.
3. Lave vise rat lilli-sin-wears rent hut bat curt mink chen.

Spot odd doles sure foh-brut-crukin reee-brow less mit.
Line shay-loot reign up aunt yow-vise pets was lewd thit.
Cee-pir kull-ben tun-shill-ip yir dut face-doh shen?

Hee-crell-gym comb poll move phee tat nime swee-cost kit.
Lin burl tsess apt face-eye lun trap noh-dai-cord lit.
Lawn hull-rest chen spime-fook-spill bot do ip prize shen.

Tap erred tell-eye red kat-quay deed costs digs less brit!
Drab whine edge vase scen germ ip rent mew yur-kin-rit.
East belt curl pit-phow-tips well-butt yin loves yime-shen.
Yai rat ape awe hun woh-brace sai.

Bat-trill owe brace frai-den plays scai?

Conned pert tip deft fin-loch dough cai.

End piss odd rull frat an pow dai!
TORQUE HIGH SWACE

E♭  Brilliantly

1. Vow deck cree dur - rent dig carp thit.
2. Prep cone jest dish eye up roh vand!
3. Frit still bat min - pokes mut lut - scee.

A♭

Vibes sime gaffes tai lop ails crime pit.
Deaf yur - jump conned crull skim trail chand.
Lot - kee ditch quull - crull card sook - swee.

B♭

Mosque rammed prime ditch tace - pays trail dit.
Pide reins chess wool ree shir nun wand.
Nook wir lest land pet bit dot - wee?

B♭

Crime chime cir gir vie spit cone pit.
Hun gay - hands date kat - tsull up brand!
Bee dool - grunt tave - bloom scace lool tree.
Torque high swace cone woh catch prime!

Ink fime-revs graft dell-blunts hime.

Loh-gears cyst god fad airs yime.

Tails mark reins erred not pill scime.